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Spanning tree enumeration has a long history (See references). Previous techniquesemployed for solving the problem include depth �rst search [GM78, TR75], selective gen-eration and testing [Ch68], and edge exchanging [Ga77]. Of these, Gabow and Myers'algorithm [GM78] seems to be the fastest with a time complexity of O(NV ) on a graphwith V vertices, E edges and N spanning trees. Their algorithm requires O(NV ) timefor generating the trees themselves and not merely for outputting them. Their algorithmis optimal up to a constant factor if all spanning trees of the graph need to be explicitlyoutput. For many practical applications, the spanning trees need not be explicitly out-put and only a computation tree which gives relative changes between spanning trees isrequired. We note that from this computation tree, the spanning trees can be listed outexplicitly in O(NV ) operations, if required.In this paper, we enumerate spanning trees by listing out di�erences between them.Each node of the computation tree that describes this procedure represents a spanning treeof the graph. The spanning trees represented by a node and its parent in the computationtree di�er in exactly one pair of edges, i.e., the spanning tree at any node is obtained byexchanging an edge in the spanning tree at its parent for an edge not present in thatspanning tree. This exchange is obtained from the fundamental cycles of the graph. Anedge external to a spanning tree can be exchanged with any edge in its fundamental cycleto give a spanning tree which di�ers from the original spanning tree in exactly one pairof edges. By repeating this for all external edges, all spanning trees which di�er fromthe original spanning tree in one pair of edges can be obtained. The computation tree isgenerated by repeatedly applying this procedure. Repetition of the same spanning tree isavoided by following a search tree inclusion-exclusion strategy. The algorithm presentedhere outputs, for each node of the computation tree, the di�erence between the spanningtrees associated with that node and its predecessor in a preorder scan of the computationtree. This is done by traversing the computation tree in a depth �rst manner. We describetwo algorithms each requiring O(N + V +E) time. The �rst requires O(V 2E) space andthe second requires O(V E) space. The �rst algorithm has a more general methodologyand may be more useful in certain applications. It is used in the weighted case in thispaper.An O(N logV + V E) algorithm for sorting the nodes of the computation tree inincreasing order of weight is also presented here and is based on the fact that there are abounded number of exchanges that change one spanning tree into another. To output thespanning trees in sorted order however requires O(NV ) operations. The scheme presentedbetters the O(N logN) time heapsort used by Gabow [Ga77] which results in a total timecomplexity of O(NE +N logN).In a companion paper [KR92], we use similar techniques to enumerate all spanningtrees of a directed graph in O(NV ) time, improving upon the previous best known boundof O(NE) time [GM78].Section 2 describes the generation of spanning trees in undirected, unweighted graphsand Section 3 describes a way of ordering the spanning trees in the computation tree forweighted graphs. Each of the sections contains a description of the algorithms and proofsof their correctness and complexity. 2



2 Undirected Spanning Tree EnumerationLet G be an undirected graph with V vertices, E edges and having N spanning trees.E(G) refers to the set of edges of the graph G.2.1 Algorithm OutlineIn this section, an outline of the algorithm for generating all spanning trees of an undi-rected graph is presented.The algorithm starts o� with a spanning tree T , and generates all other spanning treesfrom T by replacing edges in T by edges outside T . For undirected graphs, an edge ina fundamental cycle of the graph can be replaced by its corresponding non-tree edge toresult in a new spanning tree. Thus, a number of spanning trees can be generated from asingle spanning tree by exchanging edges in a fundamental cycle with the correspondingnon-tree edge. This computation can be represented by a computation tree with spanningtree T at its root and the spanning trees resulting from these exchanges at its sons. Togenerate other spanning trees, these sons are expanded recursively in the same manneras the root. Thus each node in the computation tree is associated with a spanning treeof G.We need to ensure that each spanning tree is generated exactly once. This is doneby a search tree type computation tree which uses the inclusion/exclusion principle. Toaid the construction of the computation tree, at every node in the computation tree 2sets with the following classi�cation are maintained. For a node x in the computationtree, the set INx consists of edges which are always included in all spanning trees at xand its descendants in the computation tree. The set OUTx contains edges which arenot included in any spanning tree at x or at its descendants in the computation tree.We let Sx denote the spanning tree generated at x and Gx denote the current graphobtained by contracting edges in INx and removing edges in OUTx. Note that Gx maybe a multigraph. We de�ne CY CLEx to be the set of fundamental cycles of non-treeedges (with respect to Sx) which are in Gx. We now formally de�ne the computation treeC(G) with respect to the graph G. C(G) has a spanning tree of G associated with everynode. The computation tree starts o� with an arbitrary spanning tree at the root. LetA be a node in the computation tree and let SA be the spanning tree associated withA. Let f be an edge not in OUTA or SA and let cf = (e1; e2; : : : ; ek) be the fundamentalcycle in GA formed by f with respect to SA. Then A has as its sons Bi, 1 � i � k + 1(see Fig. 1; each edge is labeled with the pair of edges exchanged). For 1 � i � k, Bicorresponds to the spanning tree obtained by the exchange (ei; f). Note that ei is notalready in INA because edges in INA are contracted in GA. And Bk+1 corresponds to anode in the computation tree such that no descendant of the node has f in the spanningtrees generated. Note that the tree at Bk+1 is the same as the one at its parent.The IN and OUT sets are formally de�ned as follows.INBj = INA [ fe1; e2; : : : ; ej�1g [ ffg, for 1 � j � kOUTBj = OUTA [ fejg, for 1 � j � k3
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Figure 1: C(G)INBk+1 = INAOUTBk+1 = OUTA [ ffgSBj = SA � fejg [ ffg, for 1 � j � kE(GBj ) = E(GA)� fejg with edges e1; e2; : : : ; ej�1; f contracted, for 1 � j � kCY CLEBj = CY CLEA com cf with edges e1; e2; : : : ; ej�1 contractedin each resultant cycle , for 1 � j � kf Here the com operation combines (see Fig. 3) all cyclesin CY CLEA which contain edge ej with cf and leaves theother cycles intactgSBk+1 = SAE(GBk+1) = E(GA)� ffgCY CLEBk+1 = CY CLEA � fcfgThe IN and OUT sets for the root x of the computation tree are both empty. Sx isany spanning tree, Gx is the original graph G and CY CLEx is the set of fundamentalcycles in G with respect to S. Before we show how to generate the computation tree, weshow that C(G) su�ces to generate all the spanning trees of G.Lemma 2.1 The computation tree has at its internal nodes and leaves all the spanningtrees of G.Proof: The proof follows from induction and the inclusion/exclusion principle. The in-clusion/exclusion is implemented in the computation tree as follows: Let A be the rootnode of the computation tree. The subtrees rooted at B1 through Bk together form thecomputation tree of the spanning trees which have the edge f in them. Bk+1 is theroot of the computation tree which computes all spanning trees not containing the edgef . Within the set of spanning trees which contain f , the subtree rooted at B1 gener-ates spanning trees without e1 whereas B2; : : :Bk generate subtrees with e1. A similarinclusion-exclusion process is repeated at each of the nodes B2; : : : Bk, i.e., the computa-tion subtree rooted at Bj corresponds to the set of spanning trees which contain the edgese1; : : : ; ej�1 but not ej. Moreover, the computation subtree corresponding to the inclusion4
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Figure 2: C 0(G)of e1; : : : ; ek and f need not be included in the computation tree since this choice of edgesforms a cycle and will not lead to any spanning tree. 2In order to analyze the algorithms, it is convenient to de�ne a compressed form C 0(G)of C(G). Having generated node A with spanning tree SA, we �nd the fundamental cyclecorresponding to some non-tree edge f 2 GA and then generate the sons B1; : : : ; Bk+1according to the above description. However note that the sons of Bk+1 will be obtainedby using another non-tree edge relative to SA in a graph where f is absent. And thisis repeated along the entire rightmost branch of the computation tree. Since all thesecomputations are with respect to SA alone, we can obtain a compressed version of thecomputation tree called C 0(G) by considering all the fundamental cycles at node A andapplying the inclusion/exclusion principle over the non-tree edges. Figure 2 illustratesthe compression. The compressed computation tree C 0(G) has the advantage that eachnode in the tree corresponds to a unique spanning tree. Since the compression does noteliminate nodes with distinct spanning trees in C(G), C 0(G) generates all spanning treesof G. Each node of C(G) is associated with exactly one node of C 0(G) and we refer toboth nodes by the same name.To achieve the construction of C(G) in linear time, we outline schemes for �ndingthe fundamental cycles and generating the sons of a node. An important issue in thegenerating C(G) is the computation of the set of fundamental cycles at each node ofC(G). Note that the current tree T has been obtained by replacing an edge e in theprevious tree T 0 by a non-tree edge f . This a�ects all the fundamental cycles containingthe edge e. Each fundamental cycle containing edge e must now be combined with the5
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Figure 3: Cycle Combinationfundamental cycle of f , i.e., a new cycle is obtained by removing edges common to bothcycles (see Fig 3.).In Algorithm 1, at each node A in C(G), an arbitrary non-tree edge f in GA is chosenfor exchanging. After each exchange is performed, each of the fundamental cycles a�ectedby that exchange is combined with the fundamental cycle of f . This is done by scanningthe a�ected cycles and changing them in time proportional to the sum of the lengths ofthe resulting cycles. Each fundamental cycle generates a number of spanning trees equalto the number of tree edges in it by exchanging with the corresponding non-tree edge.This ensures that the computation tree is generated in linear time. This approach requiresO(V 2E) space and the data structure for maintaining the fundamental cycles is slightlyelaborate. Further, this involves repeated scanning of an edge which occurs in more thanone cycle.To reduce space and to simplify and speed up the data structures, we describe Algo-rithm 2. In this algorithm, the tree SA is always a depth-�rst-search tree (d.f.s tree) ofGA at each node A of C(G). This is ensured in the following manner. We start at theroot of C(G) with the d.f.s tree of G. Further, at each node A of C(G), the non-treeedges in GA are considered for exchanges in a particular order. The order is given bythe increasing post-order number of the upper (i.e., closer to the root) end points of thenon-tree edges. Note that since SA is a d.f.s tree of GA, all the non-tree edges are backedges with respect to SA. Clearly, �nding the fundamental cycle of a non-tree edge f isin now straightforward; it simply involves marching up SA from the lower end point off to its upper end point. As we shall describe later, combining fundamental cycles nowbecomes a matter of simply changing the endpoints of some edges. The total space usedin this scheme is O(V E).We remark that while Algorithm 2 is more e�cient, Algorithm 1 is more general.In particular, it can be used as the base scheme in generating the spanning trees of aweighted graph in order (Section 4) while Algorithm 2 fails in that application because ofits depth-�rst restriction. 6



2.2 Algorithm 1 DescriptionThe main algorithm Main has as input a graph G. It generates a spanning tree T of Gcorresponding to the root of the computation tree and computes the fundamental cycleswith respect to T . Main also initializes the data structures which will be describedshortly.ALGO Main(G);Find a spanning tree, T , of G;Initialize data structures;Gen(T );End Main;The heart of the algorithm is the generation scheme Gen which generates the sons ofa node in the computation tree and recursively generates the subtrees rooted at them.The entire computation tree is thus generated in an pre-order traversal of the tree. Thefollowing is an outline of the scheme.Gen picks an edge f from F , the data structure which stores all non-tree multiedgesin the current graph. It then determines the fundamental cycle cf = (e1; : : : ; ek) of f withrespect to T , the current spanning tree. Note that e1; : : : ; ek are only the tree edges incf , the actual fundamental cycle being formed by these edges along with the edge f .Each edge in cf in chosen for exchange with f in turn. When a tree edge ei is chosenfor exchange, it is removed from the current graph (i.e., put in the OUT set). As a result,all fundamental cycles containing this edge are now modi�ed, i.e., they now have to becombined with cf . Note that by this point, the edges e1; : : : ; ei�1 are already added tothe IN set and thus are already contracted in the graph and in cf . Further, the edge fmust be contracted in the current graph as it is added to the IN set. These changes aremade by procedure Prepare{for{son.After the computation subtree rooted at the node corresponding to the exchange (ei; f)is constructed recursively, the edge ei must now be contracted in the current graph (i.e.,added to the IN set). This is done in the procedure Prepare{for{sons'{sibling{branch.Finally, the last branch of C(G) involves removal of the edge f from the current graph;this is done in procedure Prepare{for{�nal{son. Note that before returning from Gen,the state of the data structures is restored to that at the time its invocation.The output of Gen is derived from the variable CHANGES. CHANGES accumu-lates the exchanges used to derive the current spanning tree from the previous spanningtree generated. CHANGES is initialized to � by Main and reset whenever a spanningtree is output. It is modi�ed whenever an edge of C(G) is traversed in the downwarddirection and this modi�cation is reversed while backtracking upwards along this edge.ALGO Gen(T);mf  A multiedge in F ;f  An edge in mf ;F  F �mf ;cf  the fundamental cycle of f w.r.t T in G;7



/* cf  (e1; e2; : : : ; ek) in the order they occur in the cycle ; */For i = 1 to k doT 0  T + f � ei ;CHANGES  CHANGES + f(ei; f)g;Output CHANGES;/*These are the di�erence from the last tree generated; */CHANGES  �;Prepare{for{son(ei);If F 6= � then Gen(T);CHANGES  CHANGES + f(f; ei)g;If i < k then Prepare{for{sons'{sibling{branch(ei);End ForRestore all changes made to the graph and the datastructures in the above For loop;Restore multiedge mf � f to F ;Prepare{for{�nal{son();If F 6= � then Gen(T') ;Restore changes made to the graph and the datastructures in Prepare{for{�nal{son;Restore edge f to multiedge mf in F ;End Gen;We describe the subprocedures used by Gen next. Their description and performanceis linked to the data structures used. Clearly, the following data structures su�ce.1. The list F of non-tree multiedges.2. A data structure AG to maintain the current graph which supports the operationsof contracting and deleting edges. As described later, we store only non-tree edgesin AG. The tree edges are stored in the following cycle data structure.3. A data structure C storing all fundamental cycles of the current graph, which allowsfor determining the fundamental cycle of a particular non-tree edge, for determiningall fundamental cycles which contain a particular tree edge, and for combining allcycles containing a particular tree edge with a given cycle.We describe the subprocedures used by Gen in terms of the operations performedupon the data structures mentioned above. Each operation will be described in detaillater.PROCEDURE Prepare-for-son(ei);If i = 1 then contract non-tree edge f in AG;Combine all cycles in C which contain tree edgeei with cycle in C corresponding to edge f ;End Prepare-for-son; 8



PROCEDURE Prepare-for-sons'-sibling-branch(ei);Contract ei in all cycles in C containing ei;Modify AG in order to reect the contraction of ei;End Prepare-for-sons'-sibling-branch;PROCEDURE Prepare-for-�nal-son;Delete non-tree edge f from AG;Modify C to reect the deletion of non-tree edge f ;End Prepare-for-�nal-son;Data Structures. Next, we give a high level description of these data structures andthe operations performed upon them by the subprocedures. As we will show later, thetime spent in each of these operations can be amortized to nodes of C 0(G) and C(G) ina manner such that each node gets charged a constant amount.The Graph Data Structure. The graph (which is a multi-graph, in general) is main-tained as an adjacency list structure AG of multi-edges in the usual manner with just thefollowing di�erence: only edges not in the current spanning tree are maintained. Notethat edges constituting a multi-edge are clubbed together in this structure. The edgesin the current spanning tree are maintained as part of the data structure storing thefundamental cycles.Operations on the Graph. Contraction and deletion of edges in AG is done as follows.Deleting a non-tree edge from AG is straightforward and takes constant time, given apointer to that edge. Next, consider the contraction of edges. Note that only tree edgesare contracted in the algortihm. Contraction of a tree edge involves merging the adjacencylists of the two end points of the edge and takes time proportional to the number of multi-edges in the two adjacency lists. While performing this merger, one of the multi-edgesmay become a self-loop; this multi-edge is removed. This ensures that each non-tree edgein AG has a fundamental cycle with at least one tree edge at all times.Lemma 2.2 Data structure AG allows deletion and contraction of non-tree edges in con-stant time and contraction of a tree edge in time proportional to the number of multiedgesincident upon the two end points of that edge.The Data Structure F . The list F is maintained in the obvious way as a list of lists,each list storing a non-tree multi-edge. These multi-edges are linked to the correspondingmulti-edges in AG, so changes in AG can be reected in F in the same time bounds.The Cycle Data Structure. The data structure C for storing fundamental cycles isas follows. The tree edges in each fundamental cycle are stored in a circular doublylinked list in the order in which they appear. This list is accessible by the correspondingnon-tree multi-edge. Note that all edges which constitute a multi-edge share the samefundamental cycle. For each tree edge e which is not in the IN set, to �nd all fundamentalcycles containing e, we maintain a list of fundamental cycles containing e. Further, givena tree edge e which is not in the IN set, we need to be able to delete e from all cycles9



p3p4p1' p2 c cf pp pp12 34 pp pp21 34Case 2 Case 3Case 1Figure 4: Three Cases in the Cycle Combination Algorithmcontaining e in time proportional to the number of these cycles. Therefore, for each treeedge e, the list containing fundamental cycles also stores pointers to the location of e ineach of the cycles.Operations on the Cycles. Consider deletion of non-tree edge f �rst. If f is not partof a multi-edge then its fundamental cycle must be removed from C and C must thenbe modi�ed appropriately. This is easily accomplished in time proportional to the size ofthis fundamental cycle. If f is part of a multi-edge then no changes need be made to C.Next, consider contractions of tree edges. When a tree edge ei is contracted, the changemust be reected in each of the cycles containing ei. This takes time proportional to thenumber of such cycles.It remains to describe the operation of combining cycles. Consider the generation ofson Bi of A. All fundamental cycles containing ei in the current graph must be com-bined with c0f , the fundamental cycle of f with respect to SA with the edges e1; : : : ; ei�1contracted.The Cycle Combination Algorithm. We show how to combine cycles c and cf intime proportional to the size of the resulting cycle. Note that the resulting cycle does nothave any tree edges common to both c and cf . Therefore, the main aim of the combiningoperation is to combine c and cf while avoiding the chain of edges common to both cand cf . This is done as follows. Let a1 and a2 be the end points of the non-tree edgeg associated with fundamental cycle c. Let a3 and a4 be the end points of the non-treeedge f associated with fundamental cycle cf . We show how to determine the end pointsof the chain D of tree edges, which constitutes the portion common to c and cf in timeproportional to jcj+ jcf j � jDj. Clearly, knowing these two end points, the resulting cyclecan easily be obtained in same time bound. Thus the time required to combine two cyclesis proportional to the size of the resulting cycle.We traverse c and cf using 4 pointers p1 : : : p4, two per cycle, with pi pointing to aiinitially. There are a number of rounds; in each round, each pointer traverses one edge ofthe cycle moving towards the other end of the cycle. Pointer pi stops moving when eitherit reaches an edge which has been traversed previously (by some pointer) or it meetsanother pointer pj. The latter conditions holds when either pi and pj point to the samevertex or they cross each other while traversing an edge. The procedure stops when allfour pointers have stopped moving. The number of rounds is at most maxfjcj; jcf jg� jDj10



because as long as the above procedure continues, at least one of the four pointers mustbe outside D.We show that the end points of D can be inferred from the �nal positions of the fourpointers. Clearly, some two pointers must meet each other during the above procedure.There are three cases to consider depending upon which pointers meet (see Figure 4;pointers are shown in their �nal positions in each case). First, suppose that the pointerswhich traverse c meet each other. Then the pointers which traverse cf must be �nallylocated at the two endpoints of D. The case when the two pointers which traverse cf meetcan be handled similarly. Second, suppose a pointer which traverses c meets a pointerwhich traverses cf but the remaining two pointers do not meet. These two remainingpointers must be �nally located at the end points of D. Third, suppose each pointerwhich traverses c meets at least one pointer which traverses cf . Then, it can easily beveri�ed that each pointer which traverses c meets exactly one of the pointers traversingcf . In this case, two of the pointers, one which traverses c and one which traverses cf ,must be �nally located at one end point of D while the other two pointers must be locatedat the other end point.It follows that the cycle combination can be achieved in time proportional to thenumber of edges in the resulting cycle.Lemma 2.3 The data structure C allows for1. Deletion of non-tree edge f in time proportional to the size of its fundamental cycle.2. Contraction of tree edge ei in time proportional to the number of cycle it is containedin.3. Combining two cycles in time proportional to the size of the resulting cycle.This ends the description of the data structures.2.2.1 AnalysisWe start with the analysis of the time complexity of Algorithm 1. First, we show thatthe total output size of the algorithm is O(N).Lemma 2.4 The number of exchanges output by Gen is at most 2N .Proof: Consider internal node x of C(G). For each son y of x, except the last, oneexchange is added to CHANGES when y is generated and its opposite exchange ((e; f)is the exchange opposite to (f; e)) is added to CHANGES after the sub-tree rooted aty has been generated. Therefore, the number of exchanges added to CHANGES is atmost 2N . Further, every time CHANGES is output, it is reset to � immediately. Thelemma follows. 2The following lemma is the key one in obtaining the �nal complexity.11



Lemma 2.5 The work done at each node A of C(G) is O(js(A)j+ jg(A)j+ r(A)), wheres(A) is the set of sons of A in C(G), g(A) is the set of sons in C 0(G) of nodes in s(A),and r(A) is the number of exchanges output at node A.Proof. The work done to output exchanges at A is at most O(r(A)). We consider theother operations performed at node A and show how to amortize the time spent in theseoperations to nodes in s(A) and g(A)Clearly, the operations performed in Gen (excluding those performed in the subpro-cedures) take time proportional to the number of sons of A. We look at the operationsperformed in the subprocedures next.First, consider Prepare-for-son(ei). By Lemma 2.2, contracting f takes constant time.By Lemma 2.3, the time to combine all cycles containing ei with the fundamental cyclefor f takes time proportional to the sum sizes of the resulting cycles. Each resultingcycle leads to a number of sons of Bi in C 0(G) equal to its size. Thus the time spent incombining cycles can be charged to the sons of node Bi in C 0(G). Consequently, eachnode in g(A) gets charged once for cycle combinations over all calls to Prepare-for-son.Next, consider Prepare-for-sons'-sibling-branch(ei). First, consider contraction of edgeei in C. By Lemma 2.3, contracting ei in C takes time proportional to the number ofcycles it is contained in. Consider each of these cycles following the contraction of ei.At most one of these, cj say, will not contain a tree edge, as edges corresponding to amulti-edge are clubbed together and self-loops are removed as they are formed. Therefore,each of these cycle except cj and c0f , the fundamental cycle of f with respect to SA withthe edges e1; : : : ; ei�1; ei contracted, will lead to at least one son of Bi+1 in C 0(G). Next,consider the contraction of edge ei in AG. By Lemma 2.2, this takes time proportionalto the number of multiedges incident upon the two end points of ei. Consider the set Mof these multiedges, excluding the one multiedge which is converted to a self-loop uponcontraction, if any. Following the contraction, each multiedge g 2 M with tree edgesother than the one contracted has a fundamental cycle containing at least one tree edge(recall self-loops are removed as they are formed). Therefore, every edge in each suchmultiedge g, with the possible exception of the multiedge having the same end points asf , gives rise to at least one son of Bi+1 in C 0(G). Thus, the time spent in Prepare-for-sons'-sibling-branch(ei) can be charged to the sons of node Bi+1 in C 0(G). Therefore, eachnode in g(A) gets charged at most twice over all calls to Prepare-for-sons'-sibling-branch.Finally, consider Prepare-for-�nal-son. By Lemma 2.2, deletion of f from AG takesconstant time. By Lemma 2.3, deletion of f from C takes time proportional to the sizeof its fundamental cycle, which, in turn, equals the number of sons of A in C(G). Thelemma follows. 2Next, we obtain the time complexity of Gen and Main.Theorem 2.6 All spanning trees can be correctly generated in O(N + V + E) time byMain.Proof: Firstly note that Gen correctly computes the spanning trees at sons of a nodeA of the computation tree. This follows from the fact that the cycles and the graph are12



correctly updated after the inclusion of edges into the IN and OUT sets. The correctnessof the updates is evident from the operations on the data structures discussed in detailbefore. Also note that Gen correctly maintains CHANGES which stores the di�erencebetween the current tree being output and the last spanning tree generated. Thus Gencorrectly generates the computation tree and outputs the tree di�erences.We next compute the time complexity. The preprocessing steps inMain before callingGen is called require O(V + E) time, in addition to the time required for setting up thecycle data structure. The latter can be charged to the sons of the root node of C 0(G).We show next that the time taken by the call to Gen in Main is O(N).The total time for outputting exchanges over all invocations of Gen is O(N) by Lemma2.4. Next, consider the time spent in a particular invocation of Gen, minus the time foroutputting exchanges in that invocation. Let this invocation correspond to the creationof the sons of node x in C(G). By Lemma 2.5, the time taken by this invocation of Genis at most O(js(x)j + jg(x)j). Summing over all nodes of C(G), it follows that the timetaken by the call to Gen in Main is O(N) The lemma follows. 2Next, we now analyze the space complexity.Theorem 2.7 The space required by the spanning tree enumeration algorithm, Main, isO(V 2E).Proof: At each node of C(G), changes to the data structures need to be stored to en-able restoration later. These changes take O(V E) space and this dominates the spacerequirement. The space taken to store changes when the last son of any node in C(G) isgenerated is O(1) (only a non-tree edge is deleted). On any root to leaf path in C(G),the number of nodes which are not the rightmost sons of their respective parents (notethat this number is bounded by the height of C 0(G)) is at most V . This is because anytwo spanning trees can di�er in at most V � 1 pairs of edges. The theorem now followsfrom the fact that Gen generates C(G) in a depth �rst manner. 22.3 Algorithm 2 DescriptionWe describe a second algorithm based on the use of depth �rst search to construct C(G).As before we generate the computation tree, C(G) recursively: The details are asfollows. At the root of the computation tree the spanning tree is constructed by a depth�rst scan of the graph. In fact we maintain the following invariant: at each node A ofthe computation tree, SA is a d.f.s spanning tree of GA. Consequently, all non-tree edgesin GA are back edges with respect to SA. This property makes the task of determiningand combining fundamental cycles much easier. In particular, it is no longer necessary tomaintain all the fundamental cycles in a separate data structure. Only the spanning treeSA itself needs to be stored, with the edges in INA contracted. Given SA, the fundamentalcycle corresponding to a particular non-tree edge f 2 GA can now be found by marchingalong SA from the end point farther from the root to the end point closer to the root.This is instrumental in reducing the space bound to O(V E). The combination of cyclesis also simpli�ed, as we will describe below.13
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Figure 5: Generation of BiMoreover, in order to ensure e�ciency we must ensure that all useless tree edges arenot to be considered in the replacement process. Useless edges are those edges that donot give rise to an exchange and hence to a spanning tree. These are thus those edgesthat do not occur in any cycles, i.e., they are the bridges of the graph. We describe theirremoval below.For convenience, let up and down denote the directions towards and away from theroot, respectively. For each non-tree edge, its upper endpoint is the one closer to the root.2.3.1 Maintaining the DFS invariant.We show how to maintain the invariant regarding the d.f.s nature of each spanning tree.Suppose node A of C(G) has been generated and SA is a d.f.s tree of GA. Assume thatthe vertices of SA are numbered by a postorder traversal of SA. At node A, we selectthe non-tree edge f whose upper end point has the least postorder number among all thenon-tree edges in GA. Edge f is used as the replacement edge. Further, the tree edgesin the fundamental cycle of f with respect to SA are replaced in order, starting from theedge farthest from the root and proceeding upwards. Let e1; : : : ; ek be these tree edges inthat order, and let ei = (xi�1; xi). We claim that for each of the sons B1; : : : ; Bk of A, the14



spanning trees at these nodes are d.f.s trees of GA. This is shown in Lemma 2.8. Beforewe prove this lemma, we describe the various operations that take place when these sonsare generated. This is helpful in describing the proof of Lemma 2.8.Let T be the data structure storing the spanning trees. T is implemented in theusual manner as a set of parent pointers and child pointers. Before any of the sons of Ahave been generated, T stores SA. Consider the generation of son Bi of A. The edgese1; : : : ; ei�1; f are all in the IN set and therefore, must be contracted in T . As a result ofthis contraction, the sons of x0; : : : ; xi�1 in T now become sons of xk. Further all non-treeedges in GA which have one of x0; : : : ; xi�1 as their lower end points must have their lowerend point changed to xk. Since edges e1; : : : ; ei�2; f would already have been contractedbefore son Bi�1 is generated, only the sons of xi�1 need be made sons of xk and onlythe lower end points of those non-tree edges which currently have lower end point xi�1need be set to xk when son Bi is generated (See Figure 5). Note that with this, we havee�ectively achieved the task of cycle combination.Lemma 2.8 For each son Bi, 1 � i � k + 1 of A, all non-tree edges in GBi are backedges with respect to SBi, assuming all non-tree edges in GA are back edges with respectto SA.Proof: For Bk+1, the lemma is easily seen to be true. So consider son Bi, 1 � i � k.Consider any non-tree edge g in GBi. Note that g 2 GA. The upper end point of g in SAmust be either xk or an ancestor of xk in SA. From the previous paragraph, when SBi isobtained from SA, the lower end point of g either remains unchanged or is changed to xk.Further, any descendant of xk in SA remains a descendant of xk is SBi . Thus all non-treeedges in GBi are back edges with respect to SBi . The lemma follows. 22.3.2 Detecting and Removing Bridge Edges in T .We now show how bridge edges in T are detected and removed as they are formed.This is initially accomplished by dividing the graph into its biconnected components andgenerating the spanning trees for each component separately. The spanning trees for theentire graph can easily be obtained from the spanning trees of its biconnected components.Next, we show how bridges are detected at node A of C(G) when its sons B1; : : : ; Bk+1are being generated, assuming that, at A, T has no bridge edges. The following obser-vations are key. Clearly, the only edges in T which can be converted to bridge edges arethe edges e1; : : : ; ek. This can happen when either one of the ei's is deleted or when f isdeleted. The condition that characterizes the situation when ei becomes a bridge edge isas follows. Let j � i� 1 be the smallest number such that xj has either a branch (i.e., atleast two sons) or an incident non-tree edge (note that xj would be the lower end point ofsuch a non-tree edge). If j � i then ei is a bridge edge and so are the edges ei+1; : : : ; ej.But ej+1; : : : ; ek remain non-bridge edges.The bridge detection procedure which results from the above observations is as fol-lows. First, consider the deletion of edge ei. By this point, edges e1; : : : ; ei�1 are alreadycontracted. Among the edges ei+1; : : : ; ek, those edges which are converted to bridge edgesby this deletion are ascertained by traversing these edges in the above sequence until a15



vertex xj, j � i, is found such that xj has either a branch (i.e., at least two sons beforethe deletion of ei) or a an incident non-tree edge. The edges traversed are converted tobridge edges by the deletion of ei. These edges are removed from T by simply remov-ing the vertex xj�1 from T . Further, note that when the edges ei+1; : : : ; ej are deletedsubsequently, bridge removal can be accomplished in each case by the deletion of xj�1from T . Later, when ej+1 is deleted, bridge detection will be done by traversing the edgesej+2; : : : ; ek in that order. Next, consider the deletion of edge f . Bridge detection is doneby traversing the edges e1; : : : ; ek until a vertex xj, j � 0, is found such that xj has eithera branch or an incident non-tree edge. Bridge removal involves removing xj from T .Lemma 2.9 The total time taken for bridge detection over deletions of all of e1; : : : ; ekis O(k). The time taken for bridge detection when f is deleted is also O(k).2.3.3 Data Structures.Next, we describe details of the data structures used as well as the operations on themalong with the time complexity of executing them. Later, we will show that a resultsimilar to Lemma 2.5 holds for this algorithm too.Storing Tree Edges. The data structure T stores the current spanning tree in the formof a parent pointer and a list of child pointers for each node, with only edges not currentlyin the IN set present. Determining the fundamental cycle of a particular non-tree edgeand deletion of a tree edge are trivial.Consider edge contraction next. When edge ei = (xi�1; xi) is contracted, the sons ofxi are made sons of xk. This takes time proportional to the number of sons of xi. In orderto account for this time, we use the invariant that each edge in T is a non-bridge edge inthe current graph, i.e., it occurs in at least one fundamental cycle.Lemma 2.10 Data structure T allows for1. Determining the fundamental cycle of a non-tree edge in time proportional to thelength of the cycle.2. Contracting tree edge ei in time proportional to the number of sons of vertex xi inT .Storing Non-Tree Edges. Recall that non-tree edges have to be ordered by their upperend points. Further, given a vertex v, we need to be able to determine all those non-treeedges which have lower end point v. These edges are required during the contraction ofedges.The following lemma is important for maintaining non-tree edges in the requisite order.It shows that this order is independent of the particular node of C(G) being considered.Therefore, we can initially order non-tree edges in an order given by a postorder traversalof the spanning tree at the root of C(G); this order will hold through the algorithm.16



Lemma 2.11 Suppose for edges ea; eb 2 GBi, the upper end point of ea appears before theupper end point of eb in the postorder ordering of vertices in SBi, 1 � i � k+1. Then theupper end point of ea appears before the upper end point of eb in the postorder ordering ofvertices in SA.Proof: This is clearly true for i = k + 1. So suppose i < k + 1. Edge f = (x0; xk)has the least upper end point in the postorder ordering of all vertices in SA. When Bi isgenerated, only the portion of SA consisting of descendants of xk is modi�ed to give SBi.No descendants of xk can have a greater postorder number than xk. The lemma follows.2 As before, the data structure for storing non-tree edges actually stores multi-edges.This data structure has two components, REP-LIST and ADJ-LIST. Modi�cations toone of them can be reected in the other without any extra time overhead by keepingpointers between the corresponding multi-edges in the two structures.REP-LIST is simply a list of non-tree multi-edges eligible for replacement, with themulti-edges appearing in the requisite order. At each node A of C(G), an edge f from the�rst multi-edge in this list is picked for replacement and this edge is deleted from this listto generate the last son of A; selecting the replacement edge and deleting an edge thustakes constant time.For each vertex v, ADJ-LIST stores a list of non-tree multi-edges which ha ve v fortheir lower end point. Clearly, for vertex xi, the lower end points of all edges whichcurrently have lower end point xi can be changed to xk by merging the multi-edge list forxi with that for xk. Any self-loop formed in removed (note that since edges are organizedinto multi-edges, at most one self loop is formed per merger). This can be done in timeproportional to the number of multi-edges in the two lists.Lemma 2.12 Data structures REP-LIST and ADJ-LIST can be maintained such that1. The replacement edge can be selected and deleted in constant time.2. The lower end points of all non-tree edges with lower end point xi can be transferedto xk in time proportional to the number of non-tree multi-edges incident upon thetwo vertices.3. The ordering of non-tree edges remains unchanged.2.3.4 Algorithm 2 Pseudo-codeFor detail and clarity, we present the pseudo-code of Algorithm 2. The main procedureMain2 sets up the initial data structures and then uses Gen2 to generate all spanningtrees of G. The basic framework of Main2 and Gen2 is similar to that of Main and Genbut with one notable di�erence. Main2 splits G into its biconnected components andgenerates all spanning trees of G by using Gen2 to generate all spanning trees of eachbiconnected component. Gen2 uses the procedures Combine-Cycles, Remove-Bridges1,and Remove-Bridges2. The �rst of these makes the changes required when edge edge17



ei�1 is contraction and edge ei is deleted in order to generate son Bi of A. The last twoperform the detection and removal of bridges from the graph resulting from deletion ofedges e1; : : : ; ek and the deletion of edge f , respectively. A stack STACK is used to storechanges made to data structures before recursing so as to undo these changes after therecursion completes.ALGO Main2(G)Determine bi-connected components of G = (G1; G2; : : : ; Gk);Ti  D.F.S tree of Gi, 1 � i � k;For each i, 1 � i � k doCompute REP-LIST and ADJ-LIST;Use Gen2 to output all spanning trees of G in thelexicographic ordering of the biconnected components.End Main2;ALGO Gen2(T)If REP-LIST= � then return;f = (u; v) First edge in REP-LIST;/* u represents the lower endpoint of theback edge in the DFS tree */cf  (x1 = u; x2; : : : ; xk+1 = v);/*the sequence of vertices in the fundamental cycleof f w.r.t T from bottom upwards */REP-LIST  REP-LIST �f ;LAST  The �rst ancestor of x1 whosefather either has a branch or a back edge;/* Useful for bridge elimination, LAST is local to Gen2 */For i = 1 to k doe (xi; xi+1);LAST  Remove-bridges1(LAST; xi);T  T � e [ f ;IN  IN + ffg ; /* Update the IN set*/OUT  OUT + feg; /* Update the OUT set*/CHANGES  CHANGES +f(e; f)g;Output CHANGES;/*Output di�erences from the last tree generated */CHANGES  �;If i < k Combine-cycles(i; xk; f);Gen2(T);Restore LAST to T ;CHANGES CHANGES +f(f; e)g;IN  IN � ffg;OUT  OUT � feg;T  T � f + e; /* restoring T */IN  IN + feg; /* adding edge removed to OUT set */18



inlist inlist [ e;End For;IN  IN � inlist;OUT  OUT + ffg;Restore-changes;/* Undo all changes made by all calls to COMBINE-CYCLESin the above for loop using STACK to retrieve changes */ADJ-LIST[x1] ADJ-LIST[x1]� f ;/* Prepares for last recursion associated with cf */LAST  Remove-bridges2();Gen2(T);Restore vertex LAST to T ;Restore f to the front of REP-LIST and to ADJ-LIST [x1];OUT  OUT � ffg;End Gen2;Procedure Combine-cycles(i; xk; f);For each son y of xi make father(y) xk;Store the changes made above on STACK;For each sublist, l, of multiple back edges in ADJ-LIST(xi) doIf edges in l have upper endpoint v thenRemove l from REP-LIST and ADJ � LIST [xi];/*Edges in l are now loops and hence removed */Store the changes made above on STACK;else Transfer l to ADJ-LIST(v);Store the changes made above on STACK;End Combine-cycle;Procedure Remove-bridges1(LAST; xi);If xi = father of vertex LAST in T thenLAST  The �rst (i.e., closest to xi) ancestor of xi in cfwhose father has a back edge or a branch;/* LAST is xk if no such vertex exists */Remove vertex LAST from T ;Return(LAST );End Remove-bridges1;Procedure Remove-bridges2();If ADJ � LIST [x1] is empty and x1 has no son in T thenLAST  The �rst (i.e., closest to x1) ancestor of x1 in cfwhose father has a back edge or a branch;else LAST  �; 19



Remove vertex LAST from T ;Return(LAST );End Remove-bridges2;2.3.5 Time and Space ComplexityLemma 2.4 holds for this algorithm too. Next, we show that Lemma 2.5 holds too.Lemma 2.13 The work done at each node A of C(G) is O(js(A)j+ jg(A)j+r(A)), wheres(A) is the set of sons of A in C(G), g(A) is the set of sons in C 0(G) of nodes in s(A),and r(A) is the number of exchanges output at node A.Proof. The work done to output exchanges at A is O(r(A)) We consider the other oper-ations performed at node A and show how to amortize the time spent in these operationsto nodes in s(A) and g(A).Clearly, the operations performed in Gen2 (excluding those performed in the subpro-cedures) take time proportional to the number of sons of A. We look at the operationsperformed in the subprocedures next.First, consider all invocations of procedure Remove-Bridges1 and Remove-Bridges2.By Lemma 2.9, the time spent in these procedures is proportional to the number of sonsof A in C(G).Second, consider the call to Combine-Cycle(i; xk; f). The two major operations donein this procedure are changing the parent pointers of sons of xi to xk and changing thelower endpoints of some non-tree edges from xi to xk. We consider each of these in turn.First, consider the operation of changing the parent pointers of the sons of xi. ByLemma 2.10, this takes time proportional to the number of sons of xi in T . Since bridgesare removed from T as they are formed, for each son y of xi in T (note that xi�1 is notin T currently as the edge (xi�1; xi) is in the IN set), there exists at least one non-treeedge f 0 such that the edge (xi; y) belongs to the fundamental cycle of f 0. The exchangeof f 0 for (xi; y) leads to a son of Bi+1 in C 0(G) to which the time for changing the parentpointer of y can be charged. Thus, over all calls to Combine-Cycle, each node in g(A)gets charged at most once for changing parent pointers.Second, consider the operation of changing the lower endpoints of some non-tree edgesfrom xi to xk. By Lemma 2.12, this takes time proportional to the number of non-treemulti-edges incident upon xi and xk. At most one of the multi-edges incident upon xi,i.e., the multi-edge with upper end point xk, is converted to a self-loop in the aboveprocess. All other multi-edges which are incident upon any of the two vertices have afundamental cycle containing at least one tree edge; each such fundamental cycle leadsto at least one son of Bi+1 in C 0(G). Therefore, the time spent in modifying lower endpoints in Combine-Cycle(i; xk; f) can be charged to the grandsons of A through Bi+1 inC 0(G). Thus, over all calls to Combine-Cycle, each node in g(A) gets charged at mostonce for changing lower endpoints.The lemma follows 2 20



Theorem 2.14 Algorithm 2 generates all spanning trees of T is O(N + V + E) timecorrectly.Proof: We �rst consider correctness. From the discussions in the previous sections itis easy to see that Gen generates the computation tree such that SA is a d.f.s. tree ofGA. Thus the cycle and exchange generation process is correct. Note that Gen maintainsGA as a bi-connected graph. Since Main calls Gen for each bi-connected componentall spanning trees can be generated by taking all possible combinations in the individualcomponents.We next consider the time complexity. Without loss of generality assume that G isbi-connected. If this is not the case, then for the ith biconnected component of G havingNi spanning trees, Vi vertices and Ei edges, the time taken will be O(N1 + V1 + E1) andthe time to put the computation trees of the various components together in the obviousmanner will be O(�iNi + �i(Vi + Ei)) = O(N + V + E).From Lemma 2.13, each node of C(G) and C 0(G) is charged a constant amount forwork done over all nodes of C(G) and by Lemma 2.4, the total work done to outputexchanges is O(N). Main takes O(V + E) time to construct the initial data structures.The theorem follows. 2Theorem 2.15 Algorithm 2 takes O(V E) space.Proof: The space required for REP-LIST and ADJ-LIST and T is O(V + E). Stackspace for storing changes to be undone after returning from a recursive call is shown tobe O(V E + V 2) as follows. The parent vertex of any vertex is changed at most O(V )times along any path of C(G). The lower end point for any non-tree edge is changed atmost V times along any path in C(G). An edge is deleted at most once along any pathin C(G). Consequently storing changes to ADJ-LIST, REP-LIST and T require O(V E)space. So the total space is O(V E). 23 Generating the Computation Tree in IncreasingWeight OrderNext, assuming that the edges of G are weighted, we present an algorithm to generatethe nodes of C(G) in increasing order of weight.The algorithm follows a branch and bound strategy on the computation tree. Theroot of the computation tree is now associated with the minimum spanning tree (MST )of the graph. The sons of the root are obtained as before by exchanging non-tree edgeswith tree edges. The exchange are made according to an order that ensures that thetree resulting from the exchange is the minimum spanning tree of the updated graph atthe corresponding son. To ensure this the non-tree edges are considered for replacementin increasing order of weight. This is repeated at descendant nodes of the computationtree. The entire computation tree is generated in a Branch and Bound fashion. Toensure e�ciency, we characterize each spanning tree generated by the exchange pair thatgenerates it in the computation tree. The �nal algorithm is as follows: The generation21



algorithm �rst generates the tree at the root and the sons at the root are input to aqueue indexed by the exchange pair. The actual sorted order is generated by selectingthe minimum tree from amongst all queues. This is done by maintaining a priority queuecontaining the �rst element of each queue.The algorithm that we describe is similar to Gen but instead of traversing the nodes ofthe computation tree in a depth �rst fashion, a branch and bound strategy is used wherethe node corresponding to the spanning tree to be output next is expanded.ALGO GenwtFind min spanning tree, MST ;RepeatGenerate sons of node corresponding to MSTby considering non tree edges in increasing weight order;Put each spanning tree generated into thequeue indexed by the exchange using which it wasobtained from its parent;Pick minimum weighted spanning trees, MST , frompriority queue;Until all queues are empty.END Genwt3.1 Correctness and ComplexityLemma 3.1 For node A in the computation tree, SA is the Minimum Spanning Tree ofGA.Proof: The proof is by induction on the level of the tree. At the root the claim is trueby construction. Assume that the claim is true for a node A. The sons of the node aregenerated by considering non-tree edges in increasing order of weight. Let the orderedset of non-tree edges at A be f1; f2; : : : ; fm. Let non-tree edge fi be used to generate sonsB1; : : : ; Bk of A by exchanging with tree edges e1; : : : ; ek. Then edges f1; f2; : : : ; fi�1 areabsent from each of GB1 ; GB2; : : : ; GBk . Thus fi is the smallest edge that is present ineach of these graphs but not in SA. For each j from 1 to k, since ej is absent from GBj ,it follows that S(GBj ) is the MST of GBj . 2Lemma 3.2 The number of exchanges is at most (V � 1)(E � V + 1).Proof: The �rst entry in the exchange pair has V � 1 values as the only edges allowedare those in the spanning tree associated with the root. This is true because the secondentry in the exchange associated with any node is also in the IN set of that node and it'sdescendants. The second entry in the exchange pair cannot be an edge in the spanningtree associated with the root, because �rst entry in the exchange associated with any nodeis in the OUT set of that node. The result follows. 2The next lemma follows from the branch and bound generation of the computationtree. 22



Lemma 3.3 The spanning trees enter the queue for each of the exchanges in sorted order.We thus have the following theorem:Theorem 3.4 Genwt correctly sorts the nodes of the computation tree in O(N logV +V E) time.Proof : The correctness follows from Lemmas C.1, C.2 and C.3. The time may be dividedinto generation of nodes in the computation tree and processing of the queues. Generationof the nodes in the computation tree requires O(N +V +E) time. Processing the queuesrequires O(N logV E) steps since there are at most O(V E) queues. An initial sorting ofnon-tree edges may require O(E logE) steps resulting in the required time bound. 2Theorem 3.5 Genwt requires O(N + V E) space.Proof: Follows from the space requirements of the computation tree and the queues. 2Output Complexity The output of the algorithm can be the computation tree itself inwhich the nodes are numbered according to the order in which they are sorted. Pointersto these nodes are maintained from a list whose indices give the index of the spanningtree. The space complexity is O(N) words where each word has O(logN) bits. The treescan also be explicitly listed out in O(NV ) time. Note that the output time thus exceedsthe time for sorting.4 ConclusionsThis paper presents a methodology for enumerating subgraphs of a given graph andillustrates this with the spanning tree problem. A companion paper describes enumerationof directed graphs. E�cient enumeration of cycles may also be possible using a similarscheme.5 AcknowledgementsWe thank P.C.P. Bhatt, N.C. Kalra, S.N. Maheshwari and S. Arun-Kumar for commentsand pointers to references.References[Ch68] J. P. Char, Generation of trees, 2 trees and storage of master forests, IEEE Trans.Circuit Theory, vol. CT-15, pp. 128-138,1968.[Ga77] H. N. Gabow, Two algorithms for generating weighted spanning trees in order,SIAM J. Comput., vol. 6, pp. 139-150, Mar 77.23
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